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KABBALAH 
 
The Tree of Life: 
The 22 paths of The Tree of Life ("Etz Haim") in Kabbalah 
reflect the 22 primeval vibrations that formed the Hebrew 
Alphabet. Thus, sound, form and meaning are all 
coordinated in one cohesive whole. Each is a different 
manifestation of a singular profound essence.  
 
The alphabet and the paths:  
The 22 paths/letters within the Tree of Life connect the 
Sephiroth (the spherical points of the Tree which represent 
the powers of the soul). Each of the 10 Sephira are 
defined and act as a chain of emanation, with each 
unfolding and becoming the other. They are: Kingdom, Foundation, Glory, Victory, 
Beauty, Strength, Mercy, Understanding, Wisdom, and Crown. The paths/letters consist of: 
 

• 3 "mother letters": These represent Awareness. 
• 7 "double letters": These represent Space. 
• 12 "simple letters": These reflect the 12 signs of the zodiac and represent Time.  

_________________________________________________________ 
 

You are walking The Path of Hey. 
 
Hey is the 5th path within the Tree of Life and the 5th letter of the Hebrew Alphabet. (It is 
also recognized as "15" when all elements of the Tree, including the 10 Sephira, are listed.) 
 
Hey, meaning "window" in Hebrew, as well as being the definite article “the”, is a 
letter/sound/path symbolizing life itself. Intrinsically, it contains the thematic 
understanding of “it shall be”. Hey connects the 2nd Sephira of Chokhmah (representing 
the qualities of Wisdom and which is associated with the Zodiac as a whole entity) with 
the 6th Sephira of Tiphereth (representing the qualities of Beauty and which is associated 
with the Sun). This path of Hey (also written as “He”) is the path of making the general 
specific and of bringing the whole into focus.  This is the path of “The Emperor”. 
 
You as Hey are inherently vivifying. You are here as an embodiment of the connection 
between the will and action of the Sun and the whole of the Zodiac. Your journey is 
about being the window that allows the view into the immaterial, the spiritual. You, as the 
manifestation of the window of Hey, are on a path of Self and of service by enabling 
whole “being”, by fostering individuation, and by catalyzing awareness and self-
empowerment. With this archetypal path of Hey encoded within you, speech is your 
activated modality. 
 
According to Ann Skea: 
 
“Path number 5, the Path of The Emperor, is another path like that of The High Priestess 
which bridges the Great Abyss. It links the upper, Ideal, level of the Sephirothic Tree with 
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the lower, Actual, levels of time, space and matter into which we humans are born and 
in which we live. It links Wisdom (Chokmah - 2) with Beauty, Love, The Way (Tiphereth - 6). 

Five is the sacred number of 
life. It represents the Divine 
spirit entombed in matter: the 
sacred mystery at the heart 
of life: the animating 
Mercurial Essence. In 
Cabbala, five is associated 
with breath, inspiration and 
the sacred and hidden 
female Mysteries; and the 
five vowels of the language 
are regarded as the foci of 
spiritual forces. These vital, 
animating forces are centres 
of good and evil, order and 
chaos; they are forces of 
change and evolution, and 
they link us with the first 
creation of our world. The 
symbol for five is the 
Pentagram. 

The letter which represents 
The Emperor’s path in the 
Hebrew alphabet is Hé 
(Window). Through this 
window the fiery Sun of the 
Source shines down on 
worldly matter to create 
Beauty and to generate life. 
Through it, too, the Light of 

the Mother flows with pregnant power to instil in that life the embryo of love and 
inspiration. Hé is the path of worldly creation, of new beginnings, of birth and of novices. 
It is another threshold fraught, as any birth must be, with particular dangers. On this path, 
the journeyer who is wise will heed “the voice of his inner monitor” (Heline, Sacred 
Science of Numbers, DeVorss, 1997. p. 33) and trust the divine spirit within. 

The Emperor’s astrological sign is the Fire sign, Aries (the Ram). He is the embodiment of 
active, male, generative energies (the sperm which fertilizes the ovum), which are like 
thunder and lightning - dangerous and electrifying but also beautiful; or like the fierce 
flame and the warm glow of fire. He is alchemical Sulphur (golden and energising, but 
also corrosive) which works on mutable matter to change, fix and balance volatile 
mercurial energies. He is the emblem of male authority in our world: he is Father, 
Husband, Law-maker. 

Just as The Empress’s numbers were both 4 and 3, so The Emperor’s numbers are both 5 
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and 4. The position in which The Emperor’s body is shown in traditional Tarot packs 
demonstrates this. His head and arms form an equilateral triangle (which represents the 
supernal triangle of numbers 1, 2 and 3) below which his crossed legs represent the 
bisected lines of the number 2. Together, a triangle surmounting a cross forms the 
alchemical sign for Fire, and the numbers thus represented add up to five. Also in the 
traditional Tarot packs, The Emperor is shown with the sceptre, orb and shield which 
represent worldly power. So, since four is the number of worldly stability (represented by a 
closed square), The Emperor represents strength, stability, and the imposition of form and 
limits. Like Blake’s Law-maker, Urizon2, he creates his world according to the laws of 
reason. He sets limits and enforces rules and boundaries: restores order from chaos, 
establishes morality and self-discipline, and shapes the practical pursuit of creative goals. 

Just as the archetype Male of Chokmah and the archetype Female of Binah occupy the 
apex of the Pillars of Force/Mercy and Form/Justice and balance and complement 
each other, so, the Emperor’s Sephira 5 (Gevurah: Strength) and the Empress’s Sephira 4 
(Chesed: Love) occupy complementary and balancing positions lower down the Pillars. 
The traveller on The Emperor’s path, then, must learn that for worldly love to be whole 
and beneficial it must be tempered by individual strength of mind, self-restraint and 
judgement. As with the creative energies of The Empress, the Emperor’s powers are 
ambivalent: his practical strength may channel the Divine Will towards beneficial or 
destructive ends. So, if the lessons of the earlier paths have not been well learned and 
wisdom, understanding and love are not combined with his strength, the seduction of 
power may create cruelty, tyranny, stultifying restrictions, bigotry and the illusion of 
invincibility.” 

 

 


